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Rela ti vis ti c line s tre ngth s have been co mllU ted fo r a la rge num be r of tra ns iti ons us ing Dirac wave 
fun c t io ns for the u ne-e lec tro n, h ydruge n-lik e io ns . As ex pec te d . th e results ind ica te th a t re la t ivi s ti c 
effect s a re qUlt es ma ll fo r l.ow s tages of io ni zatio n . Howeve r , in ge ne ral , th ey a lso re ma in s maJi thro ugh
out ,~ la rge p orti o n of th e Isoelec tro nlc seque nce, beco min g typ ica ll y of th e orde r uf 10 pe rce nt in th e 
vIc init y of Z =50,. a ft e r whic h they gro w quit e rap idl y. T hi s s ugges ts th a t fo r multi e lec tro n io ns a 
basica ll y no n re la ti vis ti c theo ry mig ht we ll be ad eq ua te fo r li ght a to m is ue lec tro ni c iuns th ro u" h as 
muc h as 30 o r 40 s tages of io ni za ti o n. " 
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1. Introduction 

The regular beha vior of a tomic oscilla tor stren crths 
along isoelectronic sequ ences has proved to be a us~ful 
tool for an alyzin l! a large body of {-valu e rl :1ta rn J The 
graphical anafys is of suc h data has also made possible 
the prediction, by interpolation, of muc h previously 
unknown data for ionized species [2]. 

The theoreti cal underpinnin g of such analyses is the 
charge ex pansion theor y [3] which predicts th at the 
large Z limit for a multiple t s trength is essentially given 
by th e hydrogenic case. If there is no large Z de
generacy, e.g., the 2s-2p degeneracy, then the limitin cr 
value is the hydrogeni c strength multiplied by a many~ 
electron a ngular factor a ppropriate to the particular 
LS -states involved. If there is an asymptotic de 
generacy, then one must coherently mix the square 
r~ot s of ~he ~ine strengths by a simple first order energy 
dlagonalizatlOn; th e radial integrals, howe ver, are 
still hydrogenic. 

This scheme is b ased on a perturbation expansion of 
the nonrelativistic , ma ny-electron Schrodinger equ a
tion in inverse powers of the nuclear charge. The 
theory thus encompasses an entire isoelectronic se
~uence at a time. F or large nuclear charge, however , it 
I S natural to expect that relativi sti c corrections will 
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become importa nt , so th at eve ntu ally these isoelec
troni c sequ ence a nalyses mu st break down . If one is 
interes ted in predi ctions for highly ioni zed species 
the n it is im porta nt to determine at wh at stage of 
ioni zation and in wh at way relati vis ti c e ffects begi n to 
make th e msel ves fe lt. 

The mos t obvious effect, and probabl y th e first in 
importa nce, is the traditional inte rmedi ate co uplin cr 
[4]. In thi s scheme multie lectron sta tes of differe nt l 
a nd 5 are coupled together by the off-di ago nal s pin
orbit interaction , as obtained from a P auL-approxima
tion reduction of the Dirac Hamiltoni a n. Th e wave 
function is still a linear combination of nonrelativi sti c 
functions, and the line strengths are affected by a 
coherent mixing of the nonrelativis tic transition 
moments. 

In addition to this , however , relativisti c e ffects also 
modify the orbitals the mselves , thus more directly 
affecting the line strengths. To get some idea of the 
magnitude of this orbital effect for highl y ioni zed sys
t~ms, we have therefore computed the hydrogen-like 
lm e strengths accordin g to Dirac theor y for a large 
number of transitions, following the m along the e ntire 
isoelectroni c seque nce throue:h Z = 100 a nd comparin cr 

• ~ 'b 

with the non-relativistic predictions. 
While a number of authors ha ve discussed the Dirac 

Ln e stre ngth s for large Z ions, they see m to have co n
centrated on the l s -np resonance lines, pri marily in 
order to a pproxim ate the K-s hell x-ray intensities 
[5-8]. Our orie ntation here is so mewh at different. 
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We would like to look on these calculations as a kind 
of prototype of the relativistic orbital effects one might 
find in highly ionized multi electron species. Thus, e.g., 
the 2s-2p line strengths are calculated with an eye to 
the resonance lines of the lithium isoelectronic 
sequence. While we are primarily interested in the 
qualitative questions of the manner and rate of growth 
of relativistic effects along the sequence, our res ults 
may prove useful as approximate correction factors for 
some nonhydrogenic ions. 

2. Formulas and Details of the Calculation 

We calculated the dipole line strengths as a function 
of Z using the hydrogen-like Dirac wave functions. In 
evaluating the matrix elements, we followed the 
analysis of Babushkin r8] , as recently reviewed by 
Garstang [9]. For a detailed discussion, the reader is 
referred to Garstang's review; we quote here only the 
pertinent formulas. 

For the case where variation of the electromagnetic 
field over atomic dimensions is included, the electric 
dipole line strength for l ~ l + 1 is given by: 

5= 91(1+ 1) 1 /2 
2(2l+1)k2 

for j= 1-1/2 ~ j' = 1+1/2, 
_ 9(1+1) 1 2 

5 - 2(21 + 1)(21+ 3) k 2 / 

for j = 1+ 1/2 ~ j' = 1+1/2, 

5 = 9 (l + 1) (l + 2) 1 /2 
2(21+3) P 

for j=l+ 1/2~ j' =l+3/2, 

where / = [R 1+ R2 + R:l- R4 + (KI-K2)(R 3 +R4)], 

and 

where 

k=27T 
A ' 

with L = 1. f and g are the small and large components, 

respectively, of the Dirac spinor, 

I/J= ( g(rh:K~ ) 
-if(r)x-K'~ , 

and the subscripts differentiate between the initial 
and final states. A discussion of these wave functions 
is given by Bethe and Salpeter [10]. The Dirac quan
tum number K is defined as: 

-(1 +1) ifj=I+1/2 
K= I ifj=I-1/2. 

If one neglects the variation of the field over the 
dimensions of the atom, which was found to be a 
reasOl,able approximation, the expressions for the 
corresponding j~ j' transitions are: 

5 = 21 (l + 1) J2 
21+ 1 ' 

_ 2(l+1) 2 

5-(21+1)(2l+3)/ , 

5=2(1+ 1) (l+2) J2 
2l+3 ' 

where 

The integral transformation to equivalent forms in
volving products of large and small components in 
the integrand was not used because of numerical 
difficulties for low and intermediate values of Z. The 
above form is also more useful for sorting out specific 
relativistic effects, since it displays separately the large 
and small component con tributions to the nonretarded 
integrals. The integrals were evaluated both numeri
cally and analytically - the latter using term by term 
integration of the radial functions. Doing the integrals 
both ways provided a mutual check on the calculations 
as well as providing detailed information on such 
effects as cancellations in the integrand due to relativ
istic orbital shifts, etc. 

3. Results and Discussion 

As mentioned earlier, the ls-np series has already 
been dealt with by Payne and Levinger [6] and 
Babushkin [8], among others. While calculations were 
done on a large number of transitions and ions, we 
present results here only for the 2s-2p, 2s-3p, 
2p-3d, 2p-3s, 3s-3p, and 3p-3d transitions as 
typical of the relativistic behavior of these hydro
genic line strengths. Furthermore, these are pro
totypes of the radial integrals needed for resonance 
transItIOns in ions isoelectronic with first and 
second row atoms. The ratios of the relativistic ' 
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to nonrelativis ti c line strengths are shown graph
ically in figures 1- 4 for the Sop transitions . 2 25 , 
rather -than the lin e strength itself, is th e natural 
quantity of interes t sin ce the nonrelativi s ti c val ue is a 
constant , inde pe nde nt of 2. De viati ons from thi s 
constant thu s di splay directly the effects of relat ivity 
on the line strength. 

2s - 2p 

I.° i - "--"F= :::::"--= _ -..J. 
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F IGU RE 1. Ratio of relativistic to nonrelativistic /ine strengths 
versus nuclear charge for t.he 2s- 2p transitions in the hydrogen 
isoelectronic sequence. 

'1'1 11' Ilonrc lati vi slje va lues of ZtS .'.1 ft , 18.0 and 36.0 fo r th t· 1/2- 1/2 and 1/2- 3/2 lines 
res pec t ive ly. 
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FI GU RE 2. Ratio of relativis tic to nonrelativistic /ine strengths 
versus nuclear charge for the 2s-3p transitions in the hydrogen 
isoelectronic sequence. 

The nonrela ti visti c va lues tlf ZtS arc 6.26 and 12.52 fur the ] /2- 1/2 and 1/2- 3/2 lines 
res pective ]" . 

Usually one find s the relativistic line strength to 
decrease with increasing 2 , reflecting the well-known 
contraction of th e relativi sti c wave fun ction toward the 
origin. As th e elec tron di stribution is drawn in toward 
th e nucle us, greater e mphasis is placed on smaller 
radii in the transition integrand. Furthermore, the nor
mal behavior is for th e large co mpone nt con tribution 
to decrease, while tha t of the small compon ent in
creases. However , even at large 2 the small component 
term is still only a few percent of the larger , the overall 
behavior thu s being dominated by the large component. 

An example of departure from thi s behavior occurs 
in the 2p-3s transition. While the 1/2-1/2 transition 
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FIGURE 3. Ratio of rela tivistic to nonrelativistic /ine strengths 
versus nuclear charge fo r th e 3s-2p transitions in th e hydrogen 
isoelectronic sequence. 

The nonre ia ti vi!\ l ie va l ill'S of Zt S al"(' 0.587 and 1.1 74 for Ill(' 1/2- 1/2 a nd 1/2- 3/2 li nes 
res pec ti ve ly. 
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FIG URE 4. R atio of relativistic to nonrela tivistic /in e strengths 
versus nu.clear charge for the 3s-3p transitions in the hydrof:(e n 
isoelectronic sequ.ence. 

The nunrclativislic values of Z:t S are 108.0 and 2 16.0 for tbt' 1/2- 1/2 and 1/2- 3/2 lint'S 
re s pec ti ve ly. 

follows the usual pattern of decreasing stre ngth with 
increasing 2 , the 3/2-1/2 transition grows larger than 
th e nonrelativistic value as 2 in creases. The explana
tion appears to be related to differential interference 
effects in the transition integral for the two transitions. 
There is substantial cancella tion in the 2p-3s integral 
for the nonrelati vistic case - the POSltl ve-negati ve 
ratios of the integrand being about 2: 1. As 2 increases, 
the 2p 1/ 2 and 3s 1/ 2 orbitals contract by roughl y the same 
amount maintainin g approximately the same integrand 
ratio. Th e 2p:I/2, however, does not contract nearly as 
rapidly, resultin g in a signifi cant increase in th e inte
grand ratio , i.e., less cancellation and so a larger tra nsi
ti on integral. 

The most important observati on abo ut these 
calculations, however, concerns the rate of growth of 
the relativi s ti c correc tions alon g the isoelec tronic 
sequence. For suffi c ientl y large 2, the relativistic line 
3trength " takes off" and ultimately departs quite 
drasti cally from the nonrelativistic one. These cor-



rections, however, don't seem to take hold until the 
nuclear charge becomes rather large. Thus, for Z=50, 
which is forty·nine times ionized tin , the relativistic 
line strengths rarely deviate by more than 10 percent 
from the nonrelativistic. An exception to this is the 
2p3/2-3s 1/2 transition discussed above, which deviates 
by about 30 percent. 

This slow increase in the relativistic effect is 
further illustrated in tables 1 and 2, where we present 
the actual numerical results for selected ions for some 
p-d, as well as s-p transitions. In these tables the 
strengths and doublet ratios for Z = I are the non· 
relativistic values so that the remaining numbers dis· 
play directly the relativistic deviations. At Z=50, for 
example, one sees corrections ranging from 3 percent 
to 14 percent for both the doublet ratios as well as the 
absolute line strengths. Such general conclusions are 
consistent with the results of Burke and Grant [11], 
who calculated the Dirac hydrogenic expectation 
values of r N and found small and slowly increasing 
relativistic corrections. Indeed, there is even fairly 
good semiquantitative agreement between our dipole 
transition moments and their results for N = 1. 

TABLE 1. Relativistic line strengths and doublet ratios Jor 2s- 2p 
and 3s-3p transitions in the hydragen isoelectronic sequence 

The Z= 1 result s a re the nonre lativisti c pred ict ions. 

1/2- 1/2 1/2-3/2 Doublet 

Z Z2S SR/SNR Z2S Sn/SNIl 
ratio 

2s-2p 1 18.0 1.0 36.0 1.0 2.00 
10 17.92 0.996 35.94 0.998 2.01 
30 17.28 .960 35.42 .983 2.05 
50 16.01 .890 34.33 .953 2.14 
70 14.11 .784 32.56 .904 2.31 
90 11.57 .643 29.85 .829 2.58 

3s-3p 1 108.0 1.0 216.0 1.0 2.00 
10 107.7 0.997 215.7 .999 2.00 
30 104.9 .971 213.2 .987 2.03 
50 99.6 .922 207.8 .962 2.09 
70 91.2 .844 198.7 .920 2.18 
90 79.8 .739 183.9 .851 2.30 

While it is tempting to extend these conclusions 
to the more general case of a multielectron ion, one 
should do so with some care, and such considerations 
must remain somewhat conjectural. Probably the safest 
conclusion is the general qualitative one that the orbital 
relativistic corrections to a line strength generally 
tend to remain small, probably not greater than 10 
percent up to fairly high Z, say 30 or 40. It would thus 
appear safe to take the nonrelativistic values for ions 
where no intermediate coupling effects are expected. 
For example, the resonance 3s-3p transitions of 
sodium·like ions are probably fairly well represented 
by a nonrelativistic calculation throughout this range 
of Z. For more accuracy or higher Z, one might even 
want to apply the correction factors obtained here , 
namely, the SR/SNR ratios in tables I and 2, although 
at the present this possibility must remain a conjecture. 

There are, however, several reservations which 
must be kept in mind. In the first place, if one has a 
transition with a substantial amount of cancellation, 
small changes in the orbitals can alter the delicate 
interference pattern in the transition integrand enough 
to lead to relatively large changes in the transition 
integral. In such cases a small orbital relativistic effect 
manifests itself in a much larger line strength correc· 
tion; see, e.g., our results on the 2p-3s transitions. 
Secondly, one should remember that for any realistic 
one-electron model of the multielectron ion, such as 
the Hartree-Fock, the orbital nodal structure is not 
hydro genic. The effective charge changes from the 
inner to outer parts of the wave function. For a sodium
like ion, for example, the Is electron sees an effective 
nuclear charge of essentially Z while the 3s electron 
sees a screened charge more like Z-10, and orthogonal
ization produces a 3s orbital with a nonhydrogenic 
loop pattern, although this effect should tend to 
diminish for increasing Z. 

While the oscillator strength is often the most con
venient quantity to extrapolate in an isoelectronic 
sequence, one should note that it will deviate much 
sooner from the nonrelativistic value because of large 
and rapidly increasing relativistic corrections to the 
transition energy. The oscillator strength is given by 

TABLE 2. Relativistic line strengths and doublet ratios for the 2p-3d and 3p-3d transitions in the hydrogen isoelectronic sequence 

The Z= 1 results are the nonrelativistic predictions. 

1/2-3/2 3/2-3/2 3/2-5/2 Doublet 

Z Z2S SR/SNR Z2S SR/SNR Z2S SR/SNR 
ratios 

2p-3d 1 30.00 1.0 6.00 1.0 54.00 1.0 5.00:1 :9.00 
10 29.89 0.996 6.00 1.0 53.99 1.0 4.98:1 :9.00 
30 28.58 .953 5.93 0.988 53.51 0.991 4.82:1 :9.02 
50 25.98 .866 5.79 .965 52.55 .973 4.48:1:9.07 
70 22.11 .737 5.59 .932 51.11 .946 3.96:1:9.15 
90 17.09 .570 5.31 .885 49.18 .911 3.22:1 :9.26 

3p-3d 1 135.0 1.0 27.0 1.0 243.0 1.0 5.00:1 :9.00 
10 134.9 0.999 26.96 0.999 242 .7 0.999 5.00:1:9.00 
30 134.0 .993 26.66 .987 241.7 .995 5.03:1 :9.07 
50 132.2 .979 26.05 .965 239.6 .986 5.07:1:9.20 
70 128.9 .955 25.13 .931 236.4 .973 5.13:1 :9.41 
90 123.2 .913 23.93 .886 232.1 .956 5.15:1:9.70 
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f=~ !J.E S 
3 g , 

where g is the lower s tate degeneracy, S the line 
s trength, and M the transition energy. Even if S 
re mains essentia ll y nonrelativisti c, a large first order 
relativistic correction to M will have a large effect 
on f The line stre ngth itself would thus appear to be 
the safes t and mos t natural quantity to extrapolate to 
large Zions. 

In conclusion it appears reasonable to sugges t that 
the firs t and larges t e ffec t of relativity for a light 
atom isoelectroni c seque nce will be that du e to inter· 
mediate coupling. Furthermme , one should be able to 
calc ulate th ese effects reasonably well (providing 
first order energy shifts ar e included) with a non· 
relativis tic basis through somethin g like 30 or 40 
s tages of ionization. For ioni c sys tems where inter· 
mediate coupung does not occur, a non relativisti c 
calculation should give th e line stre ngths with adequate 
accuracy through a similar range of ionization s tages. 
Beyond an e ffecti ve Z of 50, it appears that relativi sti c 
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orbital effects will become s ufficie ntly large to neces· 
sitate a more fully relativisti c treatm ent. 
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